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Why train with us
The Research Impact Academy (RIA) is the leading provider of KT
training programs, coaching, consulting and membership in
Australia.

RIA has trained more than 600 academics through this workshop
and individually supported over 300 grant applications for
NHMRC investigator grants with success rates of 29% annually.
The last round of Investigator grants amounted to funding over
$37 million for our clients.

Workshop Facilitator - Dr Tamika Heiden
Dr Tamika Heiden, Principal of RIA, has dedicated herself to the
art and science of translation, built a program of learning
experiences to support researchers and developed partnerships
with international experts and a world-leading paediatric hospital,
all in the interest of ensuring that research can change the world!

OVERVIEW
Workshop Length

Full-day workshop

Objectives

To plan out and write a winning grant proposal
with a clearly articulated and strong track
record

Target Audience

Researchers applying for an investigator grant
Research staff supporting grant applications
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Topics Covered
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Session 1
Introduction to the Investigator grant requirements

Investigator grant basics and considerations
Mapping out your project proposal
The RIA model of an ideal proposal layout 
Writing a project vision

We begin with an overview of the grant requirements from
NHMRC and the basic mistakes that people make.

Session 2
Five page proposal and your top ten publications

Determining your knowledge gain and writing a compelling
statement
Language, wording and structure of your proposal elements
Revisiting your project map and project vision
Tips for selecting your top ten research publications
What to put in the publication descriptor and how to
structure it effectively.

Session 3
Track record - impact sections

Breaking down the impact track record components
Understanding your impact pathway
Anatomy of the impact track record sections
Mapping the impact elements of your chosen program of
research
What goes in each section, and how to write about
impact.

Session 4
Track record - leadership sections

Leadership sections
Types of information to include in each section
How to show leadership rather than telling
The ten step checklist for your application
Examples of writing styles that work



Learning 2
Track record components

Identify exactly what needs to be presented in each section
of your track record
Know how to write about your leadership and best represent
your top five publications
A clear plan of what to write in each of the three impact
sections

Learning Outcomes
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Learning 1
Confidence in writing your knowledge gain five pages

You will understand how to position your research to
highlight the knowledge gain
We will help you explain your work in a clear and logical
manner
You will have a clear project vision that aligns with your
work

Learning 3
Writing styles for impact sections of track record

Building your case study, examples of good and bad
impact sections
Using a story narrative to articulate your research impact
in a compelling way
Linking the research and the researcher’s contribution to
the impact



Workshop Logistics
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All our workshops and training are provided via Zoom. The RIA
Team will provide the zoom link with the passcode to the client
or workshop participants directly. 
The RIA Team will manage the recording of the workshop and
give 1-month of exclusive access with a unique password to the
participants. Any request to extend the access shall be subject
to approval by RIA's Principal.

List of the attendee's names and email addresses to be
provided to RIA 8 days before the workshop
You can choose to manage the communication with the
participants, or RIA can manage communications - e.g. send
them the workshop materials and zoom link for the session.

Zoom Link and Recordings:

Attendee List to be provided by the client:

This is my first big grant, and after attending this seminar 
I have a really useful guide to follow for each section. I am

more confident that I will be able to write my grant. 
I particularly like the handouts and worksheets.

Workshop Participant, Deakin University
Sept 2022

This workshop has equipped with neccessary
understanding and skills to write my Investigator Grant. 

Lots of good tips and strategies were provided.

Workshop Participant
Sept 2022

What our participants say about
the workshop


